
Det är en nystartad kurs som jag tänkte hålla ihop med Claudio Altafini, ISY. Vi har skickat 

ut information till lite olika tekfak-fakulteter (IMT,ISY,MAI,IFM, och IEI), samt också till 

HUs IKE och IMH (mao, det är en LiU-gemensam kurs) och fått in en del anmälningar. Det 

kan dock säkert bli fler för vi skickade ut information bara för ett par dagar sedan.  
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Kursnamn: Systems Biology and nonlinear mechanistic 

modeling 

KURSBESKRIVNING 

 

Systems biology is a relatively new research field, which has emerged out of the need to 

analyze large-scale, time-resolved data from biological and biomedical systems, using 

mathematical modeling. The modeling tools have initially poured in from a wide variety of 

fields (system identification, nonlinear dynamical systems, theoretical biology, chemometrics, 

bio-statistics, etc), but these tools have now blended together and evolved into a more mature 

set of modeling theory, which also is feeding back to these ingoing fields. A particular 

challenge of systems biology modeling is that the models often are described by nonlinear 

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which are based on and should enhance the 

mechanistic understanding of the system, and that the parameters in the system are not 

known, but need to be determined from data. Crucially, these parameters are often too many 

to be uniquely determined from the available data (parameter unidentifiability), and some of 

the challenges have concerned how to find unique predictions anyway. Sometimes systems 

biology models are also large (covering the entire genome of 30 000 states), and/or multi-

level (in time and/or space). 

 

 

 



Some of the particular topics that will be covered include: 

 

·         An overview of systems biology. Mechanistic models vs grey/white/black-box or 

qualitative models. 

 

·         Concepts from nonlinear dynamics (phase-plane analysis; basin-of-attraction; 

bifurcations in general; saddle-node, Hopf, period-doubling,  bifurcations; chaos, Lyapunov 

exponents, normal form theory, continuation methods) 

 

·         Practical identifiability analysis (basics and shortcomings of structural identifiability 

tools, covariance-based local methods, and sensitivity analysis; profile-likelihood; MCMC 

and Bayesian parameter estimation) 

 

·         Practical observability analysis (the challenge of unique predictions in unidentifiable 

systems, core-predictions, MCMC, prediction profile likelihood, Cluster Newton, neutral 

parameters, ensemble modeling) 

 

·         Model discrimination tools (basics and shortcomings of AIC/BIC, F-test, and 

likelihood ratio; bootstrap-based alternatives) 

 

·         Model reduction (balanced truncation, lumping, sensitivity-analysis based methods, 

time-scale based methods) 

 

.         Modeling approaches for large-scale networks of biological reactions (gene networks, 

metabolic networks). Chemical reaction network theory. Metabolic control analysis 

 

·         Large-scale network inference (reverse engineering methods, LASSO, LASSIM, etc) 

 

·         Multi-level modeling 

 

·         Nonlinear mixed-effect models 

 

 

 

The course will contain both theory and practical work in matlab. The course is 8hp, and you 

can do an additional voluntary in-depth project of 4hp. 

 

 

Course start: Fall 2015 (exact time to be decided) 

 

Course leaders and primary teachers: Gunnar Cedersund (IKE/IMT) and Claudio Alfafini 

(ISY) 

 

 


